Scholarship Awards Luncheon

Friday, April 22, 2016

Program

11:30-12:00  Reception
12:00  Lunch
12:30  Award Program

Dean’s Welcome — Dean Nicholas Colangelo
Donor Perspective — Kay Colangelo
Student Recipient Perspective — Janice Byrd
Award Presentation

www.education.uiowa.edu/scholarships
Thank you to the many faculty who helped in recognizing the achievements of these outstanding students.
Duane D. Anderson Memorial Scholarship — Awarded to transfer students from Iowa community colleges and established through gifts given in memory of Dr. Anderson. Awarded to: Jordan Pata

Jack Bagford Elementary Education Scholarship — Awarded to elementary education students from Iowa and established by W. Christine Rauscher (MA '72/PhD '78) in honor of Dr. Bagford. Awarded to: Janessa Rosebeck

David and Connie Belin Honors Award — Awarded to graduating seniors who have completed all requirements for the Honors Opportunity Program and established through gifts given in honor of David and Connie Belin. Awarded to: Megan Falk, Sydney Schreiber

Blommers/Hieronymus/Feldt Fellowship — Awarded to doctoral students in educational measurement and statistics and established through gifts given in honor of professors Paul Blommers, Albert Hieronymus and Leonard Feldt. Awarded to: Kyung Yong Kim, Carrie Morris

Lowell Brandt Rehabilitation Counseling Award — Awarded to graduate students in the Rehabilitation Counseling Program and established through gifts in memory of Lowell Brandt (BA '72/MA '79). Awarded to: Kyle Spading

Barry Bratton Memorial Award — Awarded to graduate students with a commitment to the systematic design and improvement of instructional processes and materials and established by Marlys Dunphy (MA '79/EdS '87) in memory of Dr. Bratton. Awarded to: Benjamin Miller

Dr. Bettye M. Caldwell and Dr. Fred T. Caldwell Scholarship — Awarded to undergraduate students interested in pursuing careers in early-childhood development and established by Dr. Bettye Caldwell (MA '46) and Dr. Fred Caldwell Jr., M.D. Awarded to: Katie Renteria

Jake and Kimberly Chung Scholarship — Awarded to student teachers and established by Jhoon Jake Chung (BA '96) and Kimberly Dierks Chung (BA '98). Awarded to: Lauren Rosa

Debra Clausen Memorial Scholarship — Awarded with preference given to students pursuing careers in special education and established by J. Christian and Geraldine Clausen in memory of their daughter, Debra. Awarded to: Yingxue Wu

T. Anne Cleary Psychological Research Scholarship — Awarded to students in the Department of Psychological and Quantitative Foundations and established in memory of T. Anne Cleary by her brothers Frank, Michael, and Paul. Awarded to: Alexander Rice, Yile Zhou
John Leonard Davies Scholarship — Awarded to K-12 education seniors and established by Elva Davies (MA ’72) in memory of her husband, Dr. Davies (MA ’43/PhD ’49). Awarded to: Kelly Murphy

Harvey H. Davis Memorial Scholarship — Awarded with preference to educational leadership or higher education students interested in education finance and established through gifts given in memory of Dr. Davis (BA ’22/MA ’23/PhD ’28). Awarded to: Anthony Neumann

H.D. Hoover Fund for Excellence — Awarded to a graduate student working on mathematics achievement testing in the elementary grades and established through gifts given in honor of Professor H.D. Hoover (MA ’67/PhD ’69). Awarded to: Xiangdong Liu, Laurentius Ardian Susadya

Mary Agnella Gunn Memorial Scholarship — Established by the trust of Dr. Marion Anderson (BA ’24/MA ’26/PhD ’34) in memory of her long-time friend, Dr. Gunn (BA ’23/MA ’27/PhD ’33). Awarded to: Sally Solomon

John H. Haefner Memorial Scholarship — Awarded to social studies education students and established through gifts in memory of Dr. Haefner (BA ’35/MA ’39/PhD ’42). Awarded to: Sara Lane

Gladys and Margaret Harvey Education Scholarship — Established through gifts made by Margaret K. Harvey in memory of her sister, Gladys Harvey (BA ’25). Awarded to: Nicholas Hughes

Emma E. Holmes Education Scholarship — Awarded to students who are U.S. citizens and established by gifts from Dr. Holmes (PhD ’61). Awarded to: Amanda Meiners, Heidi Meyer, Amanda Mollet, Steven Shanley, Kaitlin Twaddle, Shaun Wilkinson

Albert Hood Promising Scholar Award — Awarded to a graduate student in the Department of Rehabilitation and Counselor Education and to a graduate student in the Higher Education and Student Affairs Program and established by Jean M. Hood on the occasion of the retirement of her husband, Dr. Al Hood. Awarded to: Kira Pasquesi, Tracie Yeckley

Howard K. and Mathilda Ihrke Scholarship
This scholarship is awarded to first generation students in the Teacher Education Program and was established by Linda R. (BA ’68) and Dale Baker in memory of Linda’s parents Howard and Mathilda Ihrke. Awarded to: Samantha Barton, Ismenia Castelan, Heather Feller, Courtney Fredrickson, Spencer Gibson, Amanda Kloser, Madison Pettit, Stephanie Schlabaugh, Taylor Scudder, Taylor Steinfeldt

Howard R. Jones Achievement Award — Awarded to undergraduate or graduate students and established through gifts from colleagues and friends on the occasion of Dr. Jones’ retirement. Awarded to: Emma Hanson
Kyle C. and Eula B. Jones Scholarship — Awarded to students in elementary and secondary education and administration and established through the bequest of Michael D. Jones (MD ’75) in honor of his parents, Kyle and Eula Jones. Awarded to: Robert Kinney, Kelly Mason, Nicholas O’Brien, Michael Whitt

Charlotte and Ruby Junge Scholarship — Awarded to elementary or secondary education students and established by Dr. Charlotte Junge (MA ’39/PhD ’44) in memory of her sister, Dr. Ruby Junge (PhD ’46). Awarded to: Whitney De Bey

Daniel G. Loetscher Memorial Science Education Scholarship — Awarded to students pursuing degrees in secondary education with an emphasis in the sciences and established by Ryan Shandor in memory of his grandfather, Daniel Loetscher (BA ’24/MS ’26). Awarded to: Eve Doyle

Perry Eugene McClenahan Memorial Scholarship — Awarded to educational leadership graduate students and established by Don (BSC ’24) and Dorothy (BA ’24/MA ’26) Guthrie in honor of Perry Eugene McClenahan (BPH 1905/MA 1906). Awarded to: Danielle Little, Aaron Mueller

Sheila E. McFarland Memorial Scholarship — Awarded to elementary education undergraduate students from Iowa and established by Joseph (BA ’52) and Rosalie (BA ’52) McFarland in memory of their daughter, Sheila Eileen McFarland (BA ’73). Awarded to: Lucket Kiche

Leonard A. Miller Memorial Scholarship — Awarded to a first-year rehabilitation counseling M.A. student and established through gifts in memory of Dr. Miller (MA ’59/PhD ’63). Awarded to: Carmen Tillman

Minority Student Award — Awarded to students of color and established through the estate of Professor Emeritus Ursula Delworth. Awarded to: Janice Byrd

Helen Mackin Nichol Memorial Scholarship — Awarded to secondary education students from Iowa who plan to teach and work with students with cognitive and emotional disabilities and established through the estate of Helen Mackin Nichol (BA ’23). Awarded to: Nicole Lequia, Sakina Mack, Sara Pipala, Kathryn Stroik

Melvin R. Novick Award in Educational Measurement and Statistics — Awarded to educational measurement and statistics doctoral students and established through gifts given in memory of Dr. Novick. Awarded to: Stella Kim

Paul Opstad Scholarship — Awarded to graduate students and established in memory of Dr. Opstad (BA ’51/MA ’54/PhD ’58) by his children David, Laura, and Carol. Awarded to: Yu Chak Sunny Ho

Margaret P. Park Scholarship — Awarded to deserving students in the College of Education and established through the estate of Margaret P. Park (BA ’45) and Frank A. Park. Awarded to: Emily Wallace
Ernest T. Pascarella Military Veteran Promise Award — Awarded to exceptional student veterans and established by Dean Nicholas and Dr. Kay Colangelo. Awarded to: Kevin Yeates

Guy and Gladys Peterson Scholarship — Awarded to teacher education students and established by Jessica Ann Vogel (BA ’58) in memory of her parents, Guy and Gladys Peterson. Awarded to: Carly Ward

Ann Ramsey and Richard E. Posey Scholarship — Awarded to a junior pursuing a career in teaching or education and established by Ann Ramsey Posey (BA ’69). Awarded to: Savannah Gabel

Rolland Ray Award — Awarded to doctoral students concerned with measurement in mathematics, science, social studies, or English education and established through the estate of Glynafa Ray (MA ’37) in memory of her husband Dr. Ray (MA ’41/PhD ’51). Awarded to: Ye Lin, Laurentius Ardian Susadya

Mary Maxine Redmond Scholarship — Awarded to undergraduate students from Iowa and established through the estate of Mary Maxine Redmond (BA ’37/MA ’42). Awarded to: Leah McGhghy

Judith Young Saunders Scholarship — Awarded with preference to teacher education students with visual impairments and established by James H. Burke (BA ’49) in memory of his niece and Richard J. Young (BBA ’71) in memory of his sister, Judith Saunders (BA ’68). Awarded to: Janessa Davis, Morgan Vana

Judy Skalsky Memorial Scholarship — Awarded to elementary education students from Iowa and established by Rose E. Skalsky in memory of her daughter, Judy Skalsky (BA ’65) and increased with gifts through the estate of Judy’s sister, Jeanne Skalsky Carter (BA ’67). Awarded to: Alissa Kirsch, Andrea Merello, Amber Ruden, Heather Seibel

Margaret A. Sloan Scholarship — Awarded to elementary education students from Iowa and established by Margaret A. Sloan (BA ’55/MA ’61). Awarded to: Leah Dow, Emilie Githens, Samantha Roseland, Abigail Wilcox

Lloyd Smith Scholarship — Awarded to elementary social studies students and established through gifts in memory of Dr. Smith (MA ’54/PhD ’56). Awarded to: Coryn Van Beek

Maureen Medberry Snell Education Award — Awarded to outstanding students in the College of Education and established through the estate of Maureen Medberry Snell (BA ’44). Awarded to: Dorian Olsen

Carol M. and Ed Stenson Scholarship in Education — Awarded to undergraduate students pursuing a special education certification or degree in general teacher education. Awarded to: Haley Goodman, Crystal Johnson, Ashley Rohif, Coryn Van Beek

Andrew and Jeanne Stevenson Scholarship — Awarded to students who plan to teach science education. It was established by Drs. Andrew and Jeanne Stevenson. Awarded to: Stacy Decoster
Franklin D. and Louise P. Stone International Scholarship—Awarded to doctoral international students and established by Louise Stone in memory of her husband, Dr. Stone (MA ’42/PhD ’63). Awarded to: Yunkyoung Loh

James and Coretta Stroud Fellowship — Awarded to an educational psychology doctoral student and established by Dr. James and Coretta Stroud. Awarded to: Nicole Hendrix

Grace Phelps Stucker Scholarship — Awarded to teacher education students and established by Carolyn Stucker (BA ’73/MA ’80) in memory of her mother, Grace Phelps Stucker (BA ’72). Awarded to: Lyndsay Lovelace

Student Teaching Abroad Scholarship — Awarded to undergraduate students who are doing their student teaching in a foreign country and established by Linda R. Baker (BA ’68) and supported by Dean Nicholas Colangelo. Awarded to: Elisabeth Cowden, Lauren Darby, Victoria Hawley, Erica Jennings, Alexander Kinzel, Brittany Loutsch, Caitlin McCullough, Mandi Niebes Lueck, Chelsy Petersen, Jessica Rooney, Taylor Schlicher, Taylor Stewart, Jon Whisler, Jordan Wray, Katherine Yang

Edgar M. and Evelyn Benzler Tanruther Scholarship — Awarded to elementary education students and established through the estate of Edgar Tanruther (MA ’29/PhD ’37). Awarded to: Melissa Frieberg, Hannah Murrens, Erica Stevenson

University High School Innovative Developments in Education Award (IDEA) — Awarded to student teachers and established through gifts from U-High alumni and faculty. Awarded to: Jacqueline Otting

Emily C. Wagner Scholarship — Awarded to English education undergraduate students from Iowa and established by Richard and Sandy Wagner in memory of their daughter Emily (BA ’97). Awarded to: Will Kapp

Erwin and Louise Wasta International Scholarship — Awarded to full-time international students and established by Stephanie Wasta (MA ’89/PhD ’93) in honor of her grandparents. Awarded to: Na Mi Bang

Thank you for your investment in our students’ future!

Read more online at: www.education.uiowa.edu/scholarships